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Unity is the most popular cross-platform development framework to develop games for multiple platforms such as Android, iOS,
and Windows Mobile. While Unity developers can easily develop mobile apps for multiple platforms, adversaries can also easily
buildmalicious apps based on the “write once, run anywhere” (WORA) feature. Even thoughmalicious apps were discovered among
Android apps written with Unity framework (Unity apps), little research has been done on analysing the malicious apps. We propose
static and dynamic reverse engineering techniques for malicious Unity apps. We first inspect the executable file format of a Unity
app and present an effective static analysis technique of the Unity app. Then, we also propose a systematic technique to analyse
dynamically the Unity app. Using the proposed techniques, the malware analyst can statically and dynamically analyse Java code,
native code in C or C ++, and the Mono runtime layer where the C# code is running.

1. Introduction

The smartphone market is currently dominated by various
mobile platforms such as Android, iOS, Windows Phone,
and BlackBerry OS. Because these mobile platforms use
different development frameworks, app developers who want
to cover many users need to develop their native apps for
each platform. A native app is an application built to run only
on a certain mobile platform. Developing an app for each
platform has disadvantages. Developers need to know in-
depth knowledge of each platform, dedicated software devel-
opment kits (SDKs), and different programming language.
Developers cannot reuse the source codes of one platform for
another platform and must write codes multiple times. The
development and maintenance cost increases.

Several cross-platformdevelopment frameworks [1–4] have
emerged to tackle these challenges. These development
frameworks employ the “write code once, run on multiple
platforms” feature: the frameworks translate codes for one
platform to another platform and provide rum-time library
supporting app execution. The frameworks reduce devel-
opment and maintenance costs. Such frameworks include

Unity, Xamarin, Appcelerator Titanium, PhoneGap, Sencha,
and Cocos2d.

Among the frameworks, Unity (commonly known as
Unity3D) is a very popular cross-platform framework for
mobile app development [5–8]. According to the report from
Unity Technologies [9], Unity currently supports 28 different
platforms and touches 770 million gamers all over the world
through games made using the engine. In Q1 2016, 34% of
top 1000 free mobile games are developed and around 2.4
billion uniquemobile devices have been runningUnity-made
games.

Adversaries also utilise the frameworks to make their
malware spreadable easily while minimizing malware devel-
opment cost and time. Lee et al. of ShophosLabs [10] reported
that more and more malicious apps are being developed with
the frameworks. They collected Android malware statistics
for a couple of months in 2015 and observed that the number
of malware and potentially unwanted app (PUA) samples
written with Unity was 32 and 1351, respectively. PUA may
pose high risk or have unwanted impact on user security and
privacy. Also, according to the study performed by Kaspersky
Lab, malware writers are eager to use Microsoft’s .NET and
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high-level programming languages such as C# to create
and modify their malware more rapidly [11]. Adopting such
convenient frameworks or tools, malwarewriters can gain the
additional benefit of leveraging already available source code
from the underground scene.

Each framework uses its own executable format and loads
many libraries necessary for app execution.These are utilised
to hide malicious payloads in the package. The malware
developers can hide malicious codes in components (e.g.,
libraries) loaded by the framework as well as the platform’s
native codes (e.g., Java or Swift).Therefore, we need to analyse
framework’s components as well as native codes to detect
malware [10].

We propose an effective technique to statically and
dynamically analyse suspicious Android apps written in
C# on Unity framework, which allows for (1) detection of
instances of knownmalware and (2) early detection of known
buggy or vulnerable code. We define an Android app written
in C# onUnity framework as a Unity app or a Unity APK.We
focus on analysing Unity apps which do not have debugging
symbol and cannot be easily debugged. We first generate
debugging symbols for the target app; repackage the app with
the generated symbols; and run anddebug it by attaching SDB
(a client for the Mono soft debugger).

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
explains background and related research work. Section 3
proposes an effective technique for statically analysing Unity
apps and presents some results of the static analysis of a
Unity app focusing on its initialisation to show the structure
and interaction between object codes. Section 4 describes a
dynamic analysis technique of a Unity app built in release
mode which does not originally have debugging symbols.
Section 5 discusses the proposed technique including the
differences between native apps and Unity apps in terms of
programming languages, library, and debugging tools and
protocol. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Background. The Unity framework is built on Mono
runtime which enables developers to use C# or UnityScript
[7, 10–12]. The Mono project is an open source implementa-
tion of Microsoft’s .NET Framework. The .NET Framework
consists of three components: a set of supported program-
ming languages, a base class library which implements all
basic operations involved in software development, and the
Common Language Runtime (CLR), which is the core of the
framework [10].

CLR is also known as the Mono runtime and we use
the terms CLR and Mono runtime interchangeably. CLR is
designed to comply with a common language infrastructure
(CLI), which is a specification for the format of executable
code and the runtime environment that can execute that
code. CLI is a platform-independent development framework
that enables programs written in different languages to run
on different types of hardware. No matter which language
they are written in, CLI applications are compiled into an

intermediate language (IL), which is further compiled into
the target machine language by the CLR.

Unity apps are primarily developed using C# and Unity
JavaScript (UnityScript). C# source codes are converted to
a Common Intermediate Language (CIL) which is formerly
known asMicrosoft Intermediate Language (MSIL). CIL code
is stored in the form of a DLL file. CIL code is assembled into
CLI assembly code and this codewill be translated tomachine
code at runtime using just-in-time (JIT) compilation by the
CLR. Unity apps execution can be summarised as follows:
(1) source code is converted to CIL, (2) CIL is assembled
into a CLI assembly code, similar to Java’s bytecode, (3) the
CLI assembly code is compiled to machine code for a specific
platform, and (4) the processor executes the machine code.

The Mono runtime provides various services such as
code execution, garbage collection, code generation using JIT
compilation and backend engine, operating system interface,
program isolation usingApplicationDomains (AppDomain),
threadmanagement, console access, and security system [12].
The Mono runtime also interacts with the existing Android
execution environment, DVM (Dalvik Virtual Machine) or
ART (Android Runtime).

2.2. Related Work. For program understanding or malware
detection, many studies have been conducted on static or
dynamic analysis techniques for various types of executable
files (DEX, ELF, PE, etc.) on several processors and operating
systems (Android, Linux, Microsoft Windows OSes, etc.).
Static analysis examines the code of executables to determine
control or data flows and certain code patterns of these
executables without running them [13–18]. Static analysis can
cover the complete program code because it is not bound to
a specific execution of an executable and can give guarantees
that apply to all execution of the executable. However, static
analysis has limitations that it cannot effectively deal with
deliberately crafted code with obfuscation and encryption
schemes [19–21].

In contrast to static techniques, dynamic analysis mon-
itors the execution of an executable by inspecting runtime
behaviours that correspond to selected test cases [21–26].
Dynamic analysis can examine the behaviour of a suspicious
program by executing the program in a restricted environ-
ment and observing its actions. This dynamic technique can
handle packed executables and self-modifying programs and
is even immune to code obfuscation attempts to obstruct
analysis.

Some researchers have tried to detect malicious Android
native apps which use evasion techniques such as various
code obfuscations to avoid detection by anti-virus software
[27–29]. As a result, several interesting studies [13–29] have
been made of static and dynamic techniques for analysing
native applications (PE, ELF, JavaScript, etc.) for Microsoft
Windows and Linux, or Android malware (DEX), not Unity
apps. However, there have been few studies on systematic
analysis on Android apps written in C# with Unity.

As the cross-platform development frameworks become
more and more popular [30–32], researchers are studying
which frameworks and tools are efficient for developing
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their mobile apps. Majchrzak et al. [31] performed a com-
prehensive analysis of the three approaches, React Native,
the Ionic Framework, and Fuse using a real-world use case.
The analysed results showed that there was no clear winner.
Latif et al. [32] conducted an exhaustive survey of cross-
platform approaches and tools, provided an overview of
recent tools and platforms for each approach, and discussed
the advantages and disadvantages of each one.

Cross-platform mobile app development frameworks
allow app developers to specify the app’s logic once using
the programming language and APIs of a home platform
and automatically generate versions of the app for other
target platforms. It is very hard to develop such frameworks
because they must correctly translate the home platform
API to the target platform API while preserving the same
behaviour and functionality. Inconsistencies and bugs may
arise during the translation. To solve the problems, we need
a kind of translation testing tool. For example, X-Checker
[2] was designed and applied to test fidelity of Xamarin,
a popular framework that enables Windows Phone apps
to be cross-compiled into native Android apps. X-Checker
generates randomized test cases for both platforms and
detects inconsistencies by comparing both execution results.
X-Checker had found 47 bugs, and 12 of them was fixed
after reporting. The X-Checker’s approach can be used to
dynamically analyse Android apps.

Lee et al. [10] had observed an increase in the number
of malware developed with cross-platform frameworks.They
reported PhoneGap malware codes and found out that the
pieces of malware conceal the malicious code in HTML files
or containers loaded by cross-platform frameworks instead of
the platform’s native codes. They explained the app package
structure for native Android and iOS platforms and then
emphasized each cross-platform framework’s characteristics
including Unity application files. Their study analysed a
proof of concept (POC) app that used cross-platform features
to embed malicious code. The POC app was designed to
include a malicious plug-in employed to conceal intended
bad activities. By creating a Unity POC app, they showed
that DLL files in the Unity app, both Android and iOS,
shared the same compiled C# code in their package, and the
C# code from the Assembly-CSharp.dll file invoked the
plug-in APIs. Finally, they present a solution to identify an
app’s framework type and to write a detection signature for
malware based on those frameworks.

Malwarewriters are eager to use the convenient tools such
as Microsoft’s .NET, high-level programming languages, and
PowerSell frameworks to write fresh pieces of malware [11].
In addition, they have considered many measures to slow
downmalware analysis. For example, PowerSploit framework
integrates a collection of PowerShell scripts and modules
to be used in the post-exploitation stages of an attack.
PowerSploit can execute the scripts to conduct low-level
and administrative tasks without the need to drop malicious
executables, aiming to avoid timely anti-virus detection. As
another example, theMono-developed projects can be ported
fromone platform to another usingMoMA (MonoMigration
Analyser) which gives malware writers a productivity boost
in their malware lifecycle efforts. As mobile cross-platform

frameworks are getting popular, app portability has also
increased the number of pieces of malware that run on
multiple platforms. To address these problems, Pontiroli et
al. of Kaspersky Lab [11] have briefly reviewed how the .NET
framework works and how a .NET PE is built to understand
the differences in the analysis of .NET assemblies. For mal-
ware analysts, a set of tools including ILSpy decompiler is
required to understand .NET malware, and a standardized
process that fits their needs.

Dalmasso et al. [33] carried out a survey of “Write
Once Run Anywhere” (WORA) tools along with a classi-
fication and comparison among the tools. They examined
the performance of several cross-platform frameworks in
terms of CPU, memory usage, and power consumption
by developing Android test apps. They also compared a
cross-platform app development approach with a native app
development approach by using the nine decision criteria
including “security of app”. According to their research
results, apps developed with cross-platform frameworks are
not highly secure while security of the apps developed in
a native approach is excellent. They point out that proper
research needs to be carried out to secure the tools and
apps.

Mylonas et al. [34, 35] evaluated comparatively the
security level of popular smartphone platforms, considering
their protection against simple malicious apps. They also
examined the feasibility and easiness of writing malware
by average programmers who could access the official tools
and libraries supplied by smartphone platforms. According
to their case study findings, (1) the Android malware was
developed by the B.S. student in one day using the official
development toolkit (SDK), Java, and the documentation of
its API, (2) the BlackBerry malware was developed by the
B.S. student in one day using RIM’s SDK, Java, and the API
documentation, (3) the iOS malware was developed by the
M.S. student in seven days using Apple’s SDK, Objective C,
and the API documentation (in iOS case study, the malware
developer had no prior experience with Objective C), and
(4) on a Windows Mobile 6 and a Windows Phone 7, the
malicious app was developed by the B.S. student in 2 days
and in one day, respectively, using Microsoft SDK, C#, and
the API documentation. Based on this proof of concept study,
they had proven that, under circumstances, all examined
platforms could be used by average programmers as privacy
attack vectors, harvesting data from the smartphone without
the users knowledge and consent.

Chen et al. [36] conducted a systematic study on
potentially-harmful libraries (PhaLibs) across Android and
iOS by observing that many iOS libraries had Android coun-
terparts which could be used to understand their behaviours
and the relations between the libraries on both sides. They
first clustered similar packages from lots of popular Android
apps to identify libraries and analysed the libraries using anti-
virus (AV) systems to detect PhaLibs. Then, these libraries
were mapped to the code components within iOS apps based
on the invariant features shared across two platforms. They
examined that 36 of top 38 iOS libraries have Android ver-
sions.The top 38 libraries includeUnity, Cordova, PhoneGap,
and Appcelerator Titanium.
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Table 1: Common library files of Unity apps.

Filename Description
Assembly-CSharp.dll CIL codes generated by compiling developer’s C# codes
Assembly-CSharp-firstpass.dll

System.*.dll File I/O support
UnityEngine.dll Unity API support
libmain.so Load and run libmono.so and libunity.so (redefine load/unload method)
libmono.so Load classes in Assembly-CSharp.dll onto Mono runtime
libunity.so Create Unity engine and Mono runtime

HTML5-based mobile apps and JavaScript apps are
widely used because they are much easier to be ported across
different mobile platforms. This flexibility of the JavaScript
makes such apps prone to code injection attacks [37, 38].
Jin et al. [37] showed how HTML5-based apps could be
vulnerable, how adversaries could exploit the vulnerabilities,
andwhich damage could be incurred by the attacks.They also
demonstrated the attacks using example apps and found that
11 PhoneGap plugins were vulnerable. Mao et al. [38] recently
presented a technique to identify malicious behaviours in
JavaScript apps and detect injection attacks to the apps and
evaluated the effectiveness of their technique.

3. Static Analysis of Unity Apps

Unity is based on Mono project which is a cross-platform,
open source .NET framework. It includes C# Compiler,
Mono Runtime, .NET Framework Class Library, Mono Class
Library, and APIs for each mobile environment. Unity users
can develop mobile applications by writing programs in C#
language and building them for any target device environ-
ment.

To support multiple platforms effectively, Unity apps
deploy various types of object codes. For example, C# based
Android apps developed with Unity contain Dalvik bytecode
in *.dex files, .NET framework CIL code in DLL files and
machine code in *.so files. In this section, we present a
technique for static analysis of Unity apps, which includes
disassembling or decompilation of these object codes. And
we also present some results of the static analysis of an app
we downloaded from the market to show the structure and
interaction between object codes of Unity apps.

3.1. Structure of Unity Apps. We download a Unity app
(Arrow.io) from the market and inspect its APK file. Figure 1
illustrates the structure of the APK file. The structure of
Unity app is similar to native Android apps except that
additional files and directories are included. In directory
/asset/bin/Data/Managed, there are PE-format DLL files
that contain CIL codes in their text sections. Developer’s C#
codes are compiled into Assembly-CSharp*.dll files, and
these files are loaded and executed by Mono runtime. Other
DLL files are added to support APIs such as Unity API and
Mono embeddedAPI. Directory lib contains native libraries

Unity APK file

AndroidManifest.xml

classes.dex

asset

lib

res

Assembly-Csharp-firstpass.dll

Assembly-CSharp.dll

System.∗.dll

UnityEngine.dll

libmain.so

libmono.so

libunity.so

lib

/asset/bin/Data/Managed

Figure 1: Structure of Unity APK File.

for Mono runtime and JIT compilation. Table 1 lists several
libraries common to Unity apps.

3.2. A Framework for Static Analysis of Unity Apps. As
mentioned above, there are three types of execution codes
in C# based Android apps built with Unity. They are Dalvik
bytecode, .NET CIL code, and native code. Dalvik bytecode
can be decompiled using Dex to Java decompilers such
as jadx or JEB. CIL code can be decompiled into .NET
C# code using .NET decompiler such as dotpeek, ILSpy,
or .NET Reflector. Native code can be disassembled using
disassembler such as IDA. Figure 2 shows our framework for
static analysis.

3.3. Initialisation Process of Unity Apps. This section presents
some results of the analysis focusing on the initialisation of
Unity apps in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed
framework for static analysis. Figure 3 illustrates the process
of initialisation of a Unity app, Arrow.io, from the start of the
app to loading of native libraries. When the app is launched,
onCreate() method of MainActivity class (the class of
activity component specified in AndroidManifest.xml)
is invoked. MainActivity’s onCreate() calls its super-
class method UnityPlayerActivity’s onCreate()
first. Note that the activity component of Unity apps
always inherits UnityPlayerActivity. UnityPlay-
erActivity’s onCreate() instantiates UnityPlayer.
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Table 2: Comparison of Android native apps and Unity apps.

Android native apps Unity apps
Language Java, C/C++ Java, C#, IL
APK directories Lib, res, META-INF Lib, res, META-INF, assets/bin/Data/Managed
Runtime Environment Android Runtime Mono Runtime
Symbol Recovery Unnecessary Necessary
Debugger JDB, GDB JDB, GDB, SDB
Debugger protocol Java Debugger Wire Protocol Soft Debugger Wire Format

Unity APK file

AndroidManifest.xml

classes.dex

asset

lib

res

libmain.so

libmono.so

libunity.so

lib

Assembly-Csharp-firstpass.dll

Assembly-CSharp.dll

System.∗.dll

UnityEngine.dll

/asset/bin/Data/Managed dotpeek,ILSpy

Direction.cs

AndroidJavaClass.cs

AndroidNativeUtils.cs

AdsManager.cs

…

Jadx, jeb-decompiler

UnityPlayerActivity.smali

UnityPlayer.smali

NativeLoader.smali

UnityAds.smali
…

pseudocode of libmono.so

pseudocode of libmain.so

pseudocode of libunity.so

IDA pro v6.6

UnityPlayerActivity.java

UnityPlayer.java

NativeLoader.java

UnityAds.java

…

smali-
disassemble

decompile

generate 
pseudocodejava code

decompile

Figure 2: A framework for static analysis of Unity apps.

UnityPlayer loads libmain.so by calling System.
loadLibraryStatic() method. When libmain.so
is loaded, JNI OnLoad() function of libmain.so is
called and it binds its native function to load() method
of NativeLoader class. NativeLoader's load() loads
libunity.so (a library for the core Unity game engine) and
libmono.so (a library for Mono runtime). JNI OnLoad()
function of libunity.so binds its nativeXXXX()
functions to native methods of UnityPlayer. It registers 17
native functions using RegisterNatives() function.

One of the registered native functions is native-
Render(). Called by UnityPlayer’s constructor, (1)
it launches Mono runtime by invoking mono jit
init version() in libmono.so. Then (2) it creates
an instance of MonoManager which is a C++ class
declared in libunity.so. Finally (3) it invokes
MonoManager::LoadAssemblies() which loads all
DLL files (containing CIL codes) in /assets/bin/
Data/Managed (see Figure 4).

Many mobile games support authentication using social
login such as Facebook login or Google sign-in and/or
display advertisement pages to earnmoney. Such facilities are
typically incorporated in apps as a form of library. Since most
of them are written in Java, the main game (written in C#)
needs to call Java methods.

Unity apps utilise internal calls to find and
invoke Java methods. C/C++ code can invoke Java
methods using JNI functions such as FindClass(),
GetStaticFieldID(), GetMethodID(), and Call-
ObjectMethod(). UnityEngine.dll binds these
functions to C# functions INTERNAL CALL FindClass(),
INTERNAL CALL GetStaticFieldID(), INTERNAL CALL
GetMethodID(), and INTERNAL CALL CallObject-
Method(), respectively. These functions are called internal
calls and can be invoked by C# codes. They can be registered
by calling mono add internal call() in libmono.so.

The process of invoking Javamethods fromC# codes is as
follows.

(1) Generate the values of options for Java virtual
machine (libunity.so)

(2) Create Java virtual machine (libunity.so)
(3) Search and load Java class (UnityEngine.dll)
(4) Get the ID of Java method to invoke

(UnityEngine.dll)
(5) Generate argument information for Java method

(UnityEngine.dll)
(6) Invoke method (UnityEngine.dll)
(7) Destroy Java virtual machine (libunity.so)
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invoke

bind

MainActivity

onCreate()

UnityPlayerActivity

onCreate()

UnityPlayer

NativeLoader

load()

initiate

load JNI_Onload()

native function

libmono.so

JNI_Onload()

libmain.so

JNI_Onload()

NativeXXXX()
···

libunity.so

load

native methods
···

Figure 3: Loading native libraries.

nativeRender()

UnityPlayerLoop()

UnityInitApplication()

PlayerInitEngineNoGraphics()

InitializeMonoFromMain()

mono_jit_init_version()

BaseObjectInternal::NewObject
<MonoManager>()

(1)

(2)

(3)

InitializeEngineNoGraphics()

PlayerLoadGlobalManagers()

MonoManager::LoadAssemblies()

Figure 4: Loading DLL files.

Since it is impossible to create or destroy a Java virtual
machine in the domain of C#, the operations related to
creation/destroy of Java virtual machine are implemented
in the native domain (libunity.so). The remaining jobs
are implemented as C# functions (in UnityEngine.dll)
for internal calls such as finding and loading Java classes,
obtaining method ID of Java methods to invoke, generating
argument information to pass to Java methods, and invoking
Java methods.

Now the Unity engine and the Mono runtime are ready
to execute developer’s codes. UnityPlayer, libunity.so,
and libmono.so collaboratively proceed with the main
game. libunity.so invokes libmono.so’s functions to JIT-
compile and execute developer’s CIL codes.

4. Dynamic Analysis of Unity Apps

Developers can build their apps in either a debugging or
release mode. The former is called debug build and the
latter is called release build. In debug build, apps include
both debug symbol files and some libraries that can perform
profiling functions. In release build, however, apps do not
include debug symbol files or profiling libraries because they
do not influence the execution of apps and the size of APK
files can be reduced. Hence, the way how to perform dynamic
analysis of an app depends on which mode the app is built in.
Note that the term development build is used instead of the
term debug build in Unity.

4.1. Development Build versus Release Build. This section
explains the difference between development build and
release build of Unity apps. We conduct both development
build and release build on the same source codes of a Unity
app and obtain two APK files. Then we analyse each of them
within the framework presented in Section 3.

Figure 5(a) shows files in /asset/bin/Data/Managed
of development-built APK, where there are DLL files and
mdb files (files with extension .mdb). DLL files contain CIL
codes and each mdb file contains the symbol information for
its corresponding DLL file. In MS Windows environment,
the symbol file for compiled C# code is pdb file (files with
extension .pdb). In Unity apps, the symbol file is mdb file
whose format is different from pdb file and is read and
understood by Mono soft debugger which is a debugger
built in Mono runtime. mdb files contain the information
for mapping line numbers and methods in source codes. If
Mono soft debugger cannot find mdb file, it cannot perform
debugging operation such as setting breakpoints on the codes
in the corresponding DLL file. Figure 5(b) shows the files in
/asset/bin/Data/Managed of release-built APK. There is
no mdb file because Unity does not generate mdb files in
release build.

Development build and release build also differ in shared
libraries. We inspect libmain.so of the two APK files using
IDA pro. As shown in Figure 6, the symbol names remain in
development build but are removed from release build. This
is the same for other libraries common to Unity apps such as
libmain.so, libunity.so, and libmono.so.
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(a) Development build (b) Release build

Figure 5: Files in /asset/bin/Data/Managed.

(a) Development build (b) Release build

Figure 6: Symbols in libmain.so.

Another difference is the part that creates Mono run-
time which is located in libunity.so. Our static analysis
on libunity.so identified the part that initialises Mono
runtime. Figure 7 shows the codes that create Mono runtime
in development build. Mono runtime is created by invoking
mono jit init version(). Before invoking this function,
mono debug init() is invoked to prepareMono soft debug-
ger inside Mono runtime. Then debuggers outside Mono
runtime can communicate with Mono soft debugger over
a socket connection. In release build, mono debug init()
is not invoked as shown in Figure 8. This implies that we
should put some codes invoking mono debug init() into
libunity.so in order to connect toMono soft debugger and
dynamically analyse release-built apps.

The abovementioned difference between development
build and release build makes it complicated to analyse
release-built app dynamically. Since most Unity apps in the
market are built in release mode, they neither contain debug
symbol files nor initialise Mono soft debugger. The rest
of this section presents a technique that can implement a
debugging environment for dynamic analysis of release-built
apps by generating debug symbol files and executing codes
that initialise Mono soft debugger.

4.2. Debugging Release-Built Apps. The proposed dynamic
analysis technique proceeds in the following order (as shown
in Figure 9). To use Mono soft debugger, we generate debug
symbol files (mdbfiles),modify AndroidManifest.xmlfile,
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Figure 7: Mono runtime initialisation in development-built APK.

Figure 8: Mono runtime initialisation in release-built APK.

and repackage the app. After installing this repackaged app on
anAndroid device, we launch the app and stop it beforeMono
runtime is created.Wemaymodify classes.dex to stop the
app or use the Debugger-Wait function with am command.
When the app is stopped, we hook a native function to
execute the code that invokes mono debug init() and
resume the app. Once this code is executed, we can connect to
Mono soft debugger for debugging by attaching SDB, a client
for Mono soft debugger. The following sections explain this
procedure step by step.

4.2.1. GeneratingDebug Symbol Files. Todebug a release-built
app, we must first create mdb files. However, as mentioned
in Section 4.1, the release build does not create mdb files.
We need to create mdb files manually and repackage the app.
Figure 10 illustrates this process.

We use the ildasm and the ilasm commands, which are
installed with Visual Studio. To create anmdb file, we need to
create a pdb file first. The ildasm command disassembles a
DLL file and creates an IL (intermediate language) text file
with extension .il. The ilasm command reassembles an IL
text file. Given proper arguments, it creates a newDLLfile and
a pdbfile.We, then, use thepdb2mdb command to convert the
pdb file to an mdb file.

We modify the AndroidManifest.xml file as follows.
We set debuggable attribute of application element to
true and allow INTERNET permission to perform remote
debugging.We repackage the app after signing back and then
install the app on the device. Now preparing the app for
dynamic analysis completes.

4.2.2. Attaching a Debugger for Dynamic Analysis. We
describe how to connect SDB to repackaged apps. As men-
tioned in Section 4.1, a release-built app does not have code
to call the mono debug init() function. To connect SDB to
Mono soft debugger, we must call the mono debug init()
function before the Mono runtime instance is created. To do
this, we must be able to do two things:

(1) To stop execution of an app before Mono runtime
instance is created

(2) To call mono debug init() function directly

OnAndroid,we canuse the amcommand to run an app in the
Debugger-Wait state. If we do so, we can see that the process is
suspended waiting for a debugger to attach. When we attach
JDB, the process is resumed.The example command line is as
follows.

# adb shell am set-debug-app -w

<application> --persistent

We hook a native function mono set default() in
libunity.so using an instrumentation tool such as Frida.
We ascertained by static analysis that this function is always
called prior to mono jit init version(). We inject the
following code into mono set default() to initialiseMono
soft debugger by invoking mono debug init().

char * dbgoption={"--debugger-

agent=transport=dt socket,embedding=1,

defer=y,address=0.0.0.0:9999",NULL};

mono jit parse options(1,dbgoption);

mono debug init(1);

To attach SDB to an app, we first connect JDB to the app,
execute the above Mono soft debugger initialisation code,
and run SDB to connect to Mono soft debugger. We can
then debug a Unity app as usual. Figure 11 is a screen
shot of SDB. We set breakpoint at the Test.Update()
method using bp command (fourth line) and connect to
Mono soft debugger using connect command with the
IP address of the target Android device (sixth line). Once
the connection is established, Mono runtime process and
C# threads are started (8th–15th lines). Then the app stops
at the Test.Update() method and prompts for debugger
command (16th–18th lines). The app stops at line 69 in the IL
text file (Assembly-CSharp.il) and displays the next code
to execute, ldstr "Test Text", which is the first code of
Test.Update().
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Figure 10: Process of creating mdb files and repackaging apps.

5. Discussion

Typical Android apps and Unity apps differ in terms of
their app structure and execution environment (Table 2).
First, Unity apps have /assets/bin/Data/Managed folder
and contain DLL files for execution. Second, they have
different libraries in their package. Android apps include
native libraries only when developers explicitly specify, while
Unity apps always include three libraries: libmono.so,
libmain.so, and libunity.so. Of course, developers can
specify libraries as needed. Third, the code runs in different
runtime environments. Android apps run on the Android
Runtime, while Unity apps run on the Mono runtime, which

Figure 11: A screen shot of SDB.

executes the IL codes. Fourth, Android apps can be analysed
dynamically if we merely modify AndroidManifest.xml,
but Unity apps can be analysed only after restoring symbol
information of DLL files. Finally, they use different debugger
protocols due to different runtime environments. JDB uses
Java Debug Wire Protocol (JDWP), which performs debug-
ging on Java code. SDB, however, uses Soft Debugger Wire
Format protocol (SDB protocol), which performs debugging
on IL codes. Two protocols are similar because SDB protocol
is made by referring to JDWP.

We propose a method for dynamically analysing Unity
apps on the Java layer, the native layer, and theMono runtime
layer where C # code is executed. JDB is connected to the
Java layer, GDB to the native layer, and SDB debugger to the
Mono runtime layer to perform operations such as setting
breakpoints or querying parameters.

Malware analysis techniques can be classified into two
categories: static and dynamic. Static analysis, mostly used by
anti-virus program, can analyse target’s executable by look-
ing at suspicious patterns or by disassembling and further
decompiling it into high-level language like C# or Java. Static
analysis can give a complete result of the executable by cov-
ering different execution paths including static control flow
and data flow. However, static analysis may have limitations
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Table 3: Static analysis tools for Unity apps.

Tool Description
jadx Command line and GUI tools for producing Java source code from Android DEX file
jd-gui GUI tool for displaying Java source codes of “.class” files
ILspy Open-source decompiler and static analyser for software created with .NET Framework
dotpeek Decompiler and static analyser for software created with .NET Framework
.NET Reflector Commercial decompiler and static analyser for software created with .NET Framework
IDA pro Disassembler for computer software which generates assembly language source code from machine-executable code
ildasm Tool for generating Common Intermediate Language (CIL) code from portable executable (PE) file
ilasm Tool for generating a portable executable (PE) file from Common Intermediate Language (CIL) code

pdb2mdb Command line tool for convert .NET debug symbol files (namely, pdb files) to debug symbols files (namely, mdb
files) that can be understood by Unity’s scripting engine

Table 4: Dynamic analysis tools for Unity apps.

Tool Description
JDB Command line debugger for Java classes

GDB Portable debugger for tracing and altering the
execution of computer programs

SDB Command line client for Mono’s soft debugger

due to the complexity of pointer aliasing, the prevalence of
indirect jumps, and the lack of types in executables. It is
also known that static analysis is vulnerable to code packing
and obfuscation methods, which are commonly applied to
malware to avoid anti-virus detection. Some malicious apps
are distributed even in a form of components, which are
decrypted at runtime.

In case malware is obfuscated or packed to hinder
static analysis, dynamic analysis or behaviour-based analysis
can be effective. Dynamic analysis can observe execution
traces of the target app behaviour and analyse its properties
by executing the malware in an isolated and controlled
environment. It can also monitor actions of the target app
during execution with the help of a specialized tool such as
a debugger. Therefore, dynamic analysis is resilient to code
obfuscation and packing and is able to monitor malicious
behaviour on an actual execution path. The disadvantage is
the lack of code coverage as it explores a single execution path
at a time.

We summarise useful tools for analysing Unity apps
statically and dynamically in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Static and dynamic analysis both have their own merits and
demerits. A few researches have tried to combine static and
dynamic analysis whenever possible to have the benefits of
both. In this paper, we present an effective static and dynamic
analysis technique for detecting Android malware written
with Unity framework.

6. Conclusion

Cross-platformmobile app development tools allow develop-
ers to write only one mobile app that is then deployed to all
the supported target platforms, to reduce the cost and time

for developing mobile apps, and to reach out to maximum
users across several platforms. While app authors use cross-
platform mobile app development tools for the “Write once,
Run everywhere” feature, malware authors use them for the
“Write once, Infect everywhere” feature. Unity is one of the
most popular cross-platform mobile app development tools.
A recent study conducted by SophosLabs reported that the
number of malware and potentially unwanted apps (PUAs)
written with Unity had been increasing in proportion to
the number of mobile apps developed with Unity. Moreover,
the pieces of malware conceal its malicious code in specific
containers (e.g., DLL files) loaded by Unity instead of the
target platform’s native codes. Therefore, security researchers
are confronted with great challenges to detect these pieces of
mobile malware.

To address the challenges, in this paper, we first present a
systematic technique that statically and dynamically analyse
Android apps developed with Unity framework (Unity apps).
Our static analysis focuses on the initialisation of target
apps to examine the structure and interaction between
object codes of the apps. The static analysis consists of the
following behaviours: understanding executable file format,
decompiling DEX, Microsoft .NET DLLs, and native codes,
and inspecting static control flow of the decompiled codes.
Next, we propose an effective dynamic analysis technique
for Unity apps that are built in release mode. Such apps
cannot be debugged as they are, since they do not contain
any debugging symbol. To debug a release version of Unity
app, we generate the debugging symbols from the release
version, repackage the release version with the generated
symbols, and then run the repackaged app. We can stop the
execution of the Unity app before theMono runtime instance
is created and call debugging preparation function directly.
After attaching the debugger, we can set breakpoints and
inspect the parameters.The proposed techniques are effective
and efficient for determining if a suspicious app written with
Unity is malicious or benign and can be used to discover bugs
or vulnerabilities in the suspicious app.
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